Introduction
The ITER scenarios and the project of DEMO [1] involve stable operation above the Greenwald density [2] , which justifies efforts to understand and overcome the density limit, observed as a disruptive termination of tokamak discharges [3] and a thermal crash (with no disruption) of stellarator and reversed-field pinch (RFP) ones [4] . Both in the tokamak and the RFP, new finds show that the high density limit is not governed by a unique, theoretically well-determined physical phenomenon, but by a combination of complicated mechanisms involving the strength of the magnetic field B [5] , electrostatic plasma response to magnetic islands [6] and plasma-wall interaction [7] . In this paper we will show new evidence challenging the traditional picture of the "Greenwald limit", in particular with reference to the role of thermal instabilities and the edge radial electric field E r in the development of this limit.
Phenomenology of the Density Limit

RFX Reversed-field pinch
In the RFX RFP, data points in the plane (n G , n 0 ), with n 0 the central density, seem to follow a Hugill-Greenwald scaling, with scarce data points for n 0 > n G , as published several times in the past [4] -no disruptions
The straight lines in the plot correspond almost exactly to curves at constant V loop , with V ≈ 13 + 190 n/n G
No real Greenwald limit is present
Instead, by increasing density we destabilize the m/n = 0/1 mode, which is responsible for the development of a MARFE Threshold for the destabilization n 0 ∼ 0.35 n G The threshold n 0 = 0.35n G has been recently put into relationship with a threshold in Prandtl number, P ∼ 30 [8] Once the threshold is crossed, density depends on input power and wall conditioning [7] FTU and RFX Tokamaks
In the FTU tokamak a Greenwald-like scaling n edge ∼ 0.35 n G holds for the edge density (r /a = 0.8) Instead, the core density follows a Granetz-like [9] scaling n 0 ≈ B 1.5 with the magnetic field [5] The dependence on | B| is lost in the original 1988 Greenwald paper! In the Hugill plane (safety factor vs Murakami parameter
The scaling with | B| is followed also in the RFX device, operated as a tokamak [8] In the RFX tokamak the core density n 0 follows also a Greenwald scaling, which disappears at large B in FTU
The critical density for the destabilization of the 0/1 mode in RFX operated as RFP (MHD threshold) follows the same Greenwald-like scaling of the edge density of the RFX-tokamak and FTU. High-density disruptions in FTU are always preceded by a strong 2/1 activity [3] . A compared analysis can be done on both RFX and FTU (a) RFX: Plasma current and loop voltage (b) n ∼ n G at t ∼ 0.6 s (c) SXR crash at t ∼ 0.75 s, no current quench [see panel a)] (d) 2/1 mode amplitude: linear growth, then exponential increase (e) rapid braking of the mode at the SXR crash (f-g) inset during the final phase: the exponential growth rate is ∼ 3 ms.
Destabilization of MHD Modes
Stabilization of the 2/1 mode with ECRH at high density
Experiments of real-time control of TM instability using ECRH have been recently done on FTU [see Sozzi EX-P2-47, this afternoon], on the wake of results obtained in FTU and ASDEX [17] .
Reference discharge (bottom, left): q a = 5, density ramp, n 0 = n G at the end of the ramp. The 2/1 onset when n 0 ∼ n G is evident (note that in this type of discharges the B-limit and Greenwald limits coincide).
Controlled discharge (bottom, right): when ECRH is targeted on the 2/1 resonance, the mode disappears (although, not completely stabilized).
Role of Thermal Instabilities
In both FTU (left) and RFX (right) the density limit is associated with the appearance of the multifaceted asymmetric radiation from the edge (MARFE) [11] In FTU the MARFE = local cold regions at the HFS with strong line emission. It appears as a toroidal ring, poloidally localized at a threshold n 0 > 0.4 n G
In the RFX RFP the MARFE appears at n 0 /n G > 0.7 as a poloidal ring of high radiation, toroidally localized
MARFE and edge radial electric field E r
Crucial point: analyses as a function of the helical angle u m,n ≡ mθ − nϕ + φ, with φ phase of the mode [12] . In the 0/1 case u 0,1 = −ϕ + φ (a) Source = maximum H α (b) The 0/1 island resonates at q = 0 in the RFP edge, and determines a reversal of the flow v ϕ = convective cell (c) The stagnation point corresponds to a very large density, which locally can reach ∼ 1.5 n G → this is the MARFE Edge measurements in RFX [12] suggest that the association edge island and convective cell (modulation of E r ) is a rather general feature of the RFP (0/1 and 1/7 tearing modes) and tokamak (2/1 TM).
Patterns of E r parent to a 3/1 island are seen also during application of Resonant Magnetic Perturbations (RMPs) on TEXTOR [13] : this is quite relevant for the topic of ELM suppression [12] .
Simulations of the convective cell
The convective cell has been successfully modeled with the guiding-center code ORBIT [14] It is generated by an ambipolar potential, balancing electron radial diffusion between the OP and XP of the island [15] Algebraic solution to the ambipolar problem Γ e = Γ i as a function of the potential phaseφ shows two solutions ("roots"): a first one with the potential well at the O-point (OP) of the island, the second one at the X-point (XP).
Letter to the Editor 6 instead in the reversed-field pinch RFX-mod [9] , and in gyrokinetic simulations in Stellarators [28]. In Fig. 4 , we map the E r = ∂Φ/∂r amplitude together with the flux surfaces ψ along the separatrix, can be noticed. This is a confirmation of the well known presence of a positive E r in the stochastic edge [29, 30, 31] . But, if we focus on this region, we can note also a modulation in the poloidal angle, strictly linked to the magnetic topology, too: E r has a minimum in between the XP and the OP, and an absolute maximum in correspondence of the XP. On the contrary, right into the OP, E r almost vanishes, which is consistent with LHD results [26] . Therefore, the potential well is located near the XP, where the electrons are preferably lost, as shown in Fig. 2 and in Ref. [20] . This rather complicated behavior of E r should be accounted for when analyzing data in presence of RMPs [11, 32] , since E r varies both over r and θ. As a final test, we check the ambipolarity of Φ by keepingφ = φ (potential
Amplitude scan:
In TEXTOR [13] we followed the stellarator criterion [16] for thermodynamic stability of the root
The stable root is that at the XP This suggests a dependence of the root stability on T e /T i
Summary & Work in Progress
Summary In both tokamak and RFP we see a limit n edge ∼ 0.35 n G Core density follows Granetz n 0 ∝ B 1.5 (density peaking) In the RFP the density limit is caused by the E × B flow (convective cells) associated with the edge 0/1 island also in FTU the 2/1 TM is destabilized at high density The 2/1 mode can be stabilized by ECRH, which is consistent with an ambipolar mechanism at work Work in Progress FTU: try to produce a density ramp with n 0 > n G & stabilize the 2/1 mode with ECRH; measure E r during suppression RFX: investigate the role of q at high density Simulation of ECRH heating with ORBIT
